GOLD NOTE STREAMERS
Your doorstep to the endless world of digital music

IS-1000 SUPER INTEGRATED AMP & DS-10 STREAMING DAC
Leveraging 25 years of experience in designing Hi-Fi electronics we have developed some unique solutions
for digital music and streaming. We thought about the needs of the contemporary audiophile in order to
define what the future of High-End should look like, factors like:
- connectivity, supporting HD Music Streaming from services such as Tidal, Qobuz and Spotify;
- flexibility, to be compatible with other sources such as CD-Players, computers, DACs, TVs, etc;
- functionality, integrating features into a single unit to achieve the best synergy between components;
- usability, quick to install and easy to use every day thanks to our custom App (iOS and now Android too).

And above all, sound quality, to deliver the high-end sound Gold Note is known for.

DS-10 STREAMING DAC
The DS-10 Streaming DAC has recently been praised on Stereophile and is the winner of the 2020 Best
Buy and Highly Recommended Product Awards by Mono & Stereo.
"Whoa!" I exclaimed just minutes
after my first listen to the DS-10. "Is
this thing really sounding as good as
I think it is?" The answer: yes." by
Jason V. Serinus

IS-1000 SUPER INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
The IS-1000 Super Integrated Amplifier acknowledged with the 2020 Editor’s Choice Award by The
Absolute Sound

"In my view, Gold Note has fulfilled
the expectations of enthusiasts by
producing a musically engaging and
highly configurable integrated. At
every level of execution, the Gold
Note IS-1000 truly strikes the right
note." by Neil Gader

GN CONTROL APP FOR ANDROID
We are happy to announce that GN Control, the app dedicated to the IS-1000 and the DS-10, is now
available on Android. If you use Android smartphones or tablets, you can now download the app from the
Google Play Store and control both the IS-1000 and the DS-10. Unlike other apps you might have used in
the past, the GN Control works as a true remote control, always showing metadata and covers as well as
the real resolution format. It even allows you to fully control the volume and all the analogue functions
available.
To start using it, download it now from the Play Store and make sure your smartphone (or tablet) and your
DS-10 and IS-1000 are connected to the same network - happy music!
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